
 

This movie based on an entirely new concept in story-telling, is being released for the first time on January 4th. It's a comedy
flick, but this one will have you rolling in laughter throughout the entire film. A motion picture that will keep you wishing for
more, it has all the ingredients of a successful superhero movie. In this story, a guy from a village in Maharashtra, Raghunath
(Kunal) wins a contest and throws his winning cheque away. In frustration, he goes to pay it back at the bank, but he isn't lucky
either. The next day, while trying to get water for his village, he encounters a thug who gets the better of him and beats him up
badly. As he is on his knees and helplessly bleeding to death, Shiva (Shatrughan Sinha) and Shiva's daughter Parvati (Apoorva
Lakhia) come by for water. They take pity on him and save his life. Shiva becomes his guru and teaches him the art of Kata.
They then meet a few more kids, who also don't know how to use a weapon or anything. Shiva teaches them the same things he
taught Raghunath, and then tells Raghunath that they can help him save his village from its most dangerous enemy bandit,
Bhumakumari (Raj Babbar). The kids then become an unstoppable force which is invincible because they are unbreakable. And
so, Bhumakumari's men are taken down with ease by these new heroes called MOTU PATLU! "Motu Patlu" was released on 12
January 2014 in 1600+ theaters worldwide with 2 Gold Star status. The theatrical release in India was estimated to gross around
10 million. The official trailer of the film was released on 29 November 2013.

The movie received positive reviews from critics, but grossed less than its budget of . The film's opening weekend was
considered good, with earning 1.65 crore nett, which is less than the 2 crore expected gross. Over its lifetime it has collected
nett.

A sequel titled "Motu Patlu Returns" was released on 26 December 2018. [[Category:2014 films]] [[Category:Indian films]]
[[Category:Films scored by Sanjeev-Darshan]] [[Category:Hindi language films]] [[Category:Kartoon Komics films]]
[[Category:Telugu language films]] [[Category:Films produced by Pritish Nandy Communications]] [[Category:Direct to video
films]] "[["Motu Patlu" (2014) songs|Songs from "Motu Patlu"]] [[File:"Bhagat Singh Ki Amar Jawan Ho" (Motu Patlu).
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